OVERVIEW

Highlights:

► A5, S5 and RS 5 all offered as coupes or open-air models
► Two transmissions available for A5 and S5 Coupe: six-speed manual or eight-speed Tiptronic® automatic
► A5 Cabriolet standard with Multitronic® continuously variable transmission and front-wheel drive; also offered with eight-speed Tiptronic® transmission and quattro® all-wheel drive
► S5 Cabriolet 3.0 TFSI mated to seven-speed S tronic® transmission with quattro®
► High-revving 450 hp RS 5 Coupe and Cabriolet models mated to seven-speed S tronic transmission
► For the RS 5 Coupe and Cabriolet, three new wheel options are available – including two 20-inch 5-arm-rotor design wheels and a Black Optic plus package wheel
► quattro® all-wheel drive helps provide superior traction and handling
► Audi connect® offers in-vehicle Wi-Fi for up to eight passenger devices, Google Earth™ Mapping and real-time access to information
► Driver assistance technologies include Audi adaptive cruise control and side assist

2015 Lineup Changes Include:

► 18” Exclusive 10-spoke wheels on A5
► S line® exterior standard on A5 Premium Plus
► Lighting package standard on A5 Premium (Xenon headlights, dynamic range adjustment, LED taillights
► Navigation package with side assist (Technology package on A5/S5 Premium Plus & Prestige, as well as RS 5)
► Navigation package without Audi connect® available on A5 Premium
► A5 High gloss black package becomes Sport plus with added features such as a 3-spoke, flat-bottom steering wheel (with shift paddles on the Tiptronic)
► S line® competition package available on A5 Premium Plus and Prestige with highlights such as black exterior mirrors and a leather/Alcantara interior with piano black inlays
► A5S line competition plus package including features such as gloss black exterior mirrors, side sills, grille, and rear diffuser surround.
► Optional 19” 7-double spoke wheel on S4
► Optional 18” all-season tires on S4
► Black optic package becomes Black optic plus package with new 20” 5-V spoke wheels and a carbon fiber engine cover on RS 5
► Red painted brake calipers available on RS 5
► New 20” 5-arm Rotor wheels (Black matte & Black matte w/ red surround) available on RS 5
► New A5 paint color options: Florett Silver metallic, Mythos Black metallic, Utopia Blue metallic, and Tornado Gray metallic
► New S5 paint color options: Florett Silver metallic, Mythos Black metallic, and Sepang Blue pearl
► New RS 5 paint color options: Mythos Black metallic, and Sepang Blue pearl